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As I've mentioned before, I'm especially interested in the law regarding electronic communications and electronic
evidence. (For one thing, it allows me to look at web sites like Gizmodo and claim that I'm working.) I've previously
published a paper on law enforcement use of GPS tracking devices, as well as several blog posts about electronic
evidence.
My latest foray into the field is this Administration of Justice Bulletin, entitled Prosecution and Law Enforcement Access
to Information about Electronic Communications. It's a primer about everything from phone records to email to
wiretapping, and it's meant to be useful to prosecutors, officers, defense attorneys, and judges. The law in this area is
incredibly complicated, and my sense is that there's a need for a basic resource. I plan to update the bulletin from time
to time, so your feedback would be much appreciated.
I'm also planning to write a blog post about the flip side of the coin: defense access to information about electronic
communications. Look for that in the next week or two. Finally, my colleague Kara Millonzi has recently published this
paper on electronic discovery in civil cases. It's of particular relevance to folks involved in quasi-criminal cases, like
post-conviction litigation, but it has some nuggets that might be of interest to "regular" criminal lawyers, too.
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